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Amazing!Â .Q: Laravel - Conflicts in redeclaration of same class - "No such ting" I'm struggling with the problem of having 2 classes of the same name in the same package. I'm using laravel 5.5.14 and my problem appears whenever i want to publish
my routes.php, despite being in the same folder of app/Http directory. I tried to add the use statement to my namepspace class. use App\User; class AuthorizationController extends BaseController { and to my authentication class use App\User; class
UserController extends BaseController { But all the examples I have found in google doesn't give me any error about it. I'm not sure if the use statement is correct for that, i'm new to PHP, and laravel. Any ideas? I'm stucking here A: You need to add
this annotation to your BaseController class: use Illuminate\Foundation\Auth\Access\AuthorizesRequests; This annotation allow to restrict the use of your class and only load it when necessary. You can read more about it in laravel docs. Fatal cardiac

complications of disseminated intravascular coagulation. Three cases are described in which disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) complicated infection, and in which cardiac complications developed. This included a massive pericardial
effusion in one patient, and peri-myocarditis in two patients, together with myocardial infarction and ventricular fibrillation. In two patients there was an improvement in the condition of the myocardium with the eventual resumption of the circulation of

blood to the heart, but the third case died of angina pectoris. In a review of the literature, it is concluded that this association is not of frequent occurrence and that cardiac complications are likely to be due to other causes.Herpes simplex virus
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